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The first impression one has when viewing
Almudena´s paintings is a deep feeling of
discomfort. There is something that disturbs and
upsets the viewer, not leaving any room for
breathing. The works are not easily accessible,
themselves constituting a difficult and committed
type of painting which does not allow for
indifference. There is little complacency in them.
Their visual impact is brutal. These paintings are
created from violence and aggressiveness, and the
canvass becomes a battlefield on which images
successively appear and dissipate, where gestures
and readily-available features coexist with short-lived constructions. The work bears
extreme sincerity, transcendence, and is built from personal experiences. The works and
the artist are inextricably linked; there is no distance between them. Her experiences are
fundamental and they flow and materialize in her paintings.
This is not about an ordinary artist. The dissolution of clichés starts in her studio proper.
To her, the real habitat is in her workshop. She regards it as the one space where she
really feels at ease. Her studio is dominated by the artificial light of neon lamps and looks
more like a surveillance post than a creative universe. But despite this first impression of
coldness, her studio is at the same time personal and close, tremendously warm and far
too humane. When one goes there, one gets the impression of having infringed the
privacy of an utmost personal place and becoming a stranger. The feeling of uneasiness, of
anxiety appears already in the studio, whose privacy and tension are depicted in her
works. Standing in front of her paintings is as difficult as accessing her creative world.
Painting has been completely removed in a world which is dominated by images. And this
world of images has not granted a single space to its predecessor for centuries. It has
finally reduced it to ashes and destroyed it. Almudena works from that minimization point,
which is at the same time a position of resistance against the media flood which buries us.
As Malraux said, “one is a man when one knows how to say no”. Almudena is in denial of this
polymorphic society1 in a battle which she figures out as making progress in the midst of
failure.
Humanism has disappeared. Technology and the media, with their proliferation of iconic
messages and the culture of wild images which instantaneously last through time, do not
offer any answers, but are the ones that really dominate the social sphere and themselves
give shape to contemporary culture: “at the very moment in which technology, through
television and computers, seems capable of allowing all knowledge to enter our homes,
culture is destroyed by the logic of consumption. Words linger, but they have been
deprived of any ideas about learning, being open to the world and caring for the soul.

What leads spiritual life these days is the principle of pleasure – a post-modern form of
private interest (…). Post-modern individuals have forgotten that freedom was in the past
something different from the capability of changing our chains, and that our own culture
was something more than a satisfied impulse2”. They just mean an absolute time
extension, in which space and time have been frozen at the end of the human era.
Chaos then comes. There is not a single small space left. The white fabric has finally been
rooted out; the canvas has disappeared. All the supporting materials have been
industrially created: camouflage materials, blankets, scraps of fabric, insulating materials,
towels, etc., or objects which have been part of someone´s life, which have had a purpose
and been used. Through them there emerges a series of images which, just at first sight,
seem unconnected with each other – out of context, but which in fact follow a compelling
logic.
The iconic elements which Almudena uses are clearly recognizable: tattoos, comics,
traditional or media symbols, cinema and advertising images. There is a proliferation of
images from the Disney world. An illusory, tender, childlike world which, as such, does not
fear or recognize death. Disney´s images develop in a permanent state of hibernation, like
the creator´s state itself, which permanently rests at minus 180 degrees. But this frozen
world, this perpetuation of inert beings, has to do with the media manipulation itself. Jean
Baudrillard wrote “Disneyland is a perfect model for all simulated orders, all intertwined”.
The Real has disappeared and given way to an infinite presence of phantasmagorias: “the
dawnfall of the physical presence for the benefit of an immaterial and phantasmagoric
one3 ”. A world which has degenerated into something imaginary and has become the
measure of the Real: “Disneyland shows that the Real and the Imaginary die of the same
Death 4”.
Maternity appears in Almudena´s works as something latent and terrible, a feeling, as
Pessoa acknowledges, “of the unbreathable darkness which is laid on us / of the imposed dark
sand / deferred corpses which procreate”. Birth is the origin, but at the same time the
expulsion into he world, into the transit of existence. Newborns are not more fragile; they
are the representation of a vulnerability which is with us for the whole of our existence. It
is the beginning of the parenthesis “in man´s final destination, which already during the
flow of his life anticipates infallible death5”.
Through the mundane images of the tattoos, Almudena rebuilds an itinerary in which the
body is the representation space. Tattoos are markings on the skin, made by means of the
piercing of the body with the aim of embellishing, of drawing a symbol, of writing a story on
it. It is necessary to do that through the suffering. Elements appear on the paintings which
are not drawn but sewn on it, by which strategy she reinforces this reference in which
creation also means suffering. Its peculiar nature is inserted in the poetry or the marking,
of the cleft, of the piercing of the fabric. The needle becomes the brush, and it marks as it
would mark a body.
Physical pain serves to Almudena as an excuse to deepen into topics which she
acknowledges as hot ones: sex, disease and death. Pain distinguishes us as mortals, and it

dwells on the vulnerability of the human condition. Suffering, pain and death are part of
life, but that is a thought which has been abolished from our cold post-modern condition.
Death, in those paintings, is regarded as something as sacred as life.
Death appears as the dominating topic in all of Almudena´s production. Its presence is
sometimes suffocating. Reference is brutal. Skulls and skeletons refer us to a classical
vanitas, which is directly rooted in the black romanticism. But it appears altered, hidden
amidst hundreds recognizable images. Death is the gate to our obsessions. Fears and
desires arise from our finiteness, from our Terminal consciousness. We try to build a story,
a myth, in order to escape the terrible feeling that one day we will be finished, that our
destination is already posthumous. We are just fragments of time, two dates: our birth and
our disappearance. A tiny lapse in the void of two eternal nights.
In her works there are constant historic references to the cultures, the religions, the
beliefs and the myths: the book of the dead, the Christian representations, the religious
iconography. The degree of perverseness of her images is so great that she rebuilds the
foot in Jesus Christ´s skeleton. Jesus is of interest as a human being, and not as a crucified
deity. She challenges the dogma of resurrection, thereby challenging all of the
paraphernalia of the catholic religion, irretrievably destroyed if Jesus´ ossuary were
discovered (if it has not yet been discovered).
Religion and beliefs are just myths without any basis. They have been invented in order to
avoid having to combat the distress of the eternal life without anything to cling to. A lie, a
vane illusion is better than a truth which is in every way terrible.
Human beings have become a shadow: I feel I am no one but a shadow / and I exist like cold
darkness in nothingness. There is no paradise. All existence is earthly. And human life is a
transit through the valley of shadows, living among presences that are minimal, trivial,
deemed to disappear.
But there is not just an interest for the physical disappearance, but also an interest for the
elimination of consciousness. In this way, one of her paintings, which appears as marked
by Any Name, is one of the most sincere and devastating works. It refers us to the
destruction of the personality, the mental extermination. In sum, the passage to the abyss
of insanity, but, isn´t insanity a form of anticipated death, an annihilation of memory? Sleep
in the shadow, uncertain heart6.
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